Start-up Breakfast

Entrepreneurial stories,
Life Sciences Start-up ecosystem conferences,
Inspiration for future entrepreneurs

Every month at Institut Pasteur
8:30 to 10:00 am
Start-up Breakfast: 2018-2019 season program

September 11th, 2018: Panorama of the actors of innovation in the field of life sciences
Julien Elric - Incubator Manager at ICM - Brain & Spine Institute
Pascale Augé - CEO of Inserm Transfert

October 2nd, 2018: Entrepreneurial Story
Pascale Bouillé - CEO of Flash Therapeutics

November 6th, 2018: Early-stage start-ups (how to develop your company the first year)
Pierre Langlade-Demoyen - CEO of Invectys
Noushin Dianat - CEO of Cyprio
Jérémie Laurent - CTO of Astraveus

December 4th, 2018: Entrepreneurial Story
Florence Allouche-Ghrenassia - President at SparringVision

January 15th, 2019: Master class
Get funding for your start-up, from its inception to its development
Pinar Temel - Research and innovation funding Manager at Erdyn Consultants

February 5th, 2019: Entrepreneurial Story
Christophe Bancel - CEO of Gecko Biomedical

March 12th, 2019: Start a biotech outside Paris?
Entrepreneurial ecosystems outside Paris presenting their offers

April 2nd, 2019: Entrepreneurial Story
François Artiguenave - CEO of Traaser

May 14th, 2019: Masterclass
Create your business plan
Frédéric Iselin - Affiliate Professor at HEC Paris

June 4th, 2019: Entrepreneurial Story
Pierre-Henri Benhamou - CEO of DBV Technologies

July 5th & 6th, 2019: Start-me up Pasteur
2 days workshop to provide participants the appropriate methods to create a start-up
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